Oregon County/District Words 2011
Division 3
WORD

SENTENCE

1

inoculated

All kittens are fully inoculated before going to their new home.

2

glazier

An apprentice glazier can work on both commercial job sites and

3

escarpment

An escarpment is a steep slope or long cliff.

4

dichromatic

An example of a dichromatic substance is pumpkin seed oil.

5

odoriferous

Brussels sprouts are rich in mustard oils that break down into

residential ones.

odoriferous compounds when cooked.
6

cochineal

Cochineal is a red dye made from female cochineal insects.

7

differentiate

For the exam in music, we had to differentiate the styles of
various composers.

8

lackadaisically

He lackadaisically attempted to complete the marathon.

9

blithe

He went about his business with blithe disregard for anyone's
feelings.

10

laissez faire

Laissez faire is the policy or practice of letting people act without
interference or direction

11

tensile

Most metals have high tensile strength.

12

perpetrated

Much of the fraud perpetrated through contact centers can be

otolaryngologists

Physicians who perform sleep apnea surgery are

13

tackled through technology.
otolaryngologists.

14

punctilious

Punctilious in carrying out his duties, the foreman didn't miss one
item on the check list.

15

schnitzel

Schnitzel is a traditional Austrian dish.

16

garrulous

She was unable to sleep on the flight because of the garrulous
passenger sitting next to her.

fritillary

The college has some riverside walks, famous for the fritillary lilies

18

ratiocination

The engineer solved the problem after careful ratiocination.

19

puerile

The film made use of puerile humor enjoyed by kids.

20

intelligible

The new equipment came with an intelligible set of directions.

21

discombobulated

The speaker was discombobulated by the hecklers.

22

uncial

The text is written in an uncial script from the fourth century.

23

irreparable

The water damage to the building may be irreparable.

17
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in the spring.

24

appurtenances

There was no sign of any fins, horns or other appurtenances.

25

untrammeled

Untrammeled by the useless nets, the fish swam out to sea.
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Tie-Breaker #1
WORD
1

peruke

SENTENCE
Wearing a peruke or periwig was popular among men of the 17th
century.

remonstrate

When the landlord had to remonstrate with the tenant, others

3

bight

A bight is a bend or curve, especially in a shoreline.

4

caldera

A caldera is a cauldron-like volcanic feature.

5

resilient

A rubber band is resilient.

2

tenants overheard the conflict.
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Tie-Breaker #2
WORD
1

debacle

SENTENCE
After the debacle of his first novel, he had trouble finding a
publisher for his second.

2

amateur

Amateur competition is often full of surprises.

3

epidemiologist

An epidemiologist studies the patterns of health and illness at the

escutcheon

An escutcheon is a thin metal plate or shield to protect wood, as

4

population level.

the shield around a keyhole.
5

ichthyosaur

An ichthyosaur fossil unearthed from a quarry was donated to the
museum.
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